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ECONOMY, JOBS AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 
 
BUSINESS SUPPORT INQUIRY 
 
SUBMISSION FROM Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar Development 
Department (Economic Development Service) 

 
Business Gateway 
 

1. What does Business Gateway do well and where can improvements be 
made? 

 
What the Outer Hebrides Business Gateway (OHBG) does well: 
 

 Provides linkages with Comhairle nan Eilean Siar (CnES) departments/ 
services e.g. planning, environmental services, licencing, consumer 
protection etc. 

 One-to-one advice, information and support to pre-start & existing 
businesses; 

 Delivery of Local Authority (CnES) funding and business support 
schemes; 

 Locally-provided and sourced specialist support (one-to-one). 

 A broad range of highly regarded Business Skills Workshops (one-to-
many). 

 Responsiveness and adaptability to changes in local economic 
circumstances; 

 Ability to deliver business support to the islands‟ most remote/ fragile 
areas; 

 Successful delivery of a comprehensive DigitalBoost programme; 

 Experienced, long-serving and stable local Business Gateway team; 

 Good rapport with service users;  

 Co-location with Highlands & Islands Enterprise (HIE) staff team; 

 Delivers consistently on its targets – either meeting or exceeding these 
annually. 
 

Identification of potential improvements: 
 

 Reduce duplication of services, i.e. other support agencies perceived as 
offering similar support - when all clients should be funnelled through 
Business Gateway; 

 Access to more support in the form of grant funding for rural and fragile 
areas; 

 A closer relationship with HIE colleagues (at all levels) should be 
encouraged.  
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2. What are your views on the quality of the following services delivered by 
Business Gateway: 

 
(i) Online Services 

Online services are delivered by Business Gateway nationally and 
include access to a comprehensive website where information and 
templates can be accessed and downloaded.  The website also offers 
„Live Chat‟ where service users can access an advisor.   
Service users can also book events online - the process is 
straightforward and reminders are sent out prior to the workshop taking 
place. Overall the quality of the service is very good and this is backed 
up by the monthly independent survey of service users undertaken by 
„Progressive Partnership‟. 
 

(ii) Workshops, Events and Training; 
The range, number and quality of workshops have increased 
significantly over recent years. A locally-based provider - „Orbit Agency‟ - 
won the contact to deliver the BG Workshop Programme which includes 
access to specialist 1-2-1 support. Being locally headquartered means 
the provider is more responsive and adaptable to local needs - and 
understands more keenly the challenges faced by businesses operating 
in the Outer Hebrides. Over the life of the current contract there has 
been a marked improvement in the range of Workshops offered, the 
feedback is better and a higher number of attendees is being achieved.   
 
In addition, the key purpose of the DigitalBoost Programme is to 
strengthen Scottish SMEs‟ knowledge and skills in digital technology - 
enabling them to enter new markets, trade internationally, increase 
business efficiency and potentially increase employment opportunities. 
With Scottish Government funding, Business Gateway took over the 
management and delivery of the „DigitalBoost‟ programme - which had 
been delivered in the Highlands and Islands for a number of years under 
the management of HIE. In each area Business Gateways are allocated 
funding to procure and deliver DigitalBoost. 
 
Following a procurement process, local company „Orbit Agency‟ recently 
also won the contract to deliver the DigitalBoost programme across the 
Outer Hebrides. Being an islands‟ community it is important that the 
Outer Hebrides maximises digital opportunities and this programme 
appears to be helping to do just that. 
 
To date, almost 30 Digital Health Checks have been carried out, up to 15 
businesses have benefitted from intensive 1:1 digital support (up to 21 
hours available for each business) and 23 digital skills workshops have 
been delivered across the Outer Hebrides with the feedback being 
almost 100% positive.  

 
(iii) Business Adviser Service. 

In the Outer Hebrides, all business enquiries - from pre-starts to 
established businesses - are allocated a Business Gateway Advisor. 
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Giving pre-starts access to advisor time helps ensure business start-ups 
achieve the best possible start which is reflected in an increasing 
number of start-ups being achieved. 
 
Businesses appreciate having access to an adviser when required. Their 
adviser can provide encouragement, answer questions, signpost to 
various sources of information, support the development of a business 
plan, offer different options and perspective, provide help with funding 
applications and be there to reassure and guide businesses in the most 
critical stages of development.  

3. Has the quality of service changed over the years? 
 

The quality of the service has been consistently high – and Independent 
surveys have shown Business Gateway services as being highly valued and 
are more than meeting expectations. Over the years the BG service has 
adapted to changing needs of businesses and improved its services 
accordingly. An example of this is the introduction of the DigitalBoost 
programme and the recognition that businesses need to be more „geared up‟ 
to compete in a global marketplace.  A high degree of invaluable experience 
has been built up over the years by the local Business Gateway team, which 
has improved the quality of the service delivered. 
 

4. Why do some new and existing businesses choose not to use Business 
Gateway? 

 
With some pre-start clients it could simply be a lack of confidence. Given we 
serve smaller communities some potential clients also prefer to keep business 
affairs private, especially established family-run businesses - though this 
appears to be changing, with a willingness to be more open perceived.  
 
Although BG promotes its services widely there will inevitably be those who 
may not be aware of the service. To counteract this BG publishes case 
studies in the local press, which is proving very effective and demonstrates 
BG support to start-ups and existing businesses in a range of sectors.  
 
Though some existing businesses perceive BG as only supporting start-ups, 
there is a feeling that BG is getting the message across that it can also 
provide a range of support services to more established businesses.  
 
Some businesses will be „grant focussed‟ - and if they cannot access grants 
they will not use the BG services - perhaps not recognising the importance 
and value of the range of advice and information services also available. 
 

5. Can you give the Committee examples of how Business Gateway is 
helping existing businesses to grow; for example - starting to export, 
innovate or employ more staff? 
 
A range of local case studies across the Outer Hebrides are detailed in 
Appendix 1 (below). 
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6. How well have local authorities run Business Gateway services? What 
are your views on whether services are best delivered ‘in-house’ or 
contracted out? 

 
The Outer Hebrides BG service is delivered „in-house‟ by CnES - with the 
workshop programme and specialist 1-2-1 supports being contracted out. By 
doing this gives the local team wider access to specialist advisors. Local 
Authorities have been delivering BG services for over ten years and have 
adapted and fine-tuned the service over that period.  
 
Local Authorities should continue to deliver Business Gateway services, not 
least due to the well-established linkages with various business-related 
functions and complementary services also delivered by the local council. 
Feedback from clients suggests that they appreciate the one-stop doorway 
that Business Gateway offers into a range of the Comhairle‟s business and 
related services to the Outer Hebrides small business community.   
 
The co-location of Business Gateway with HIE also offers Business Gateway 
clients an entryway to a wider set of business support 
services.  Consideration has been given to outsourcing elements of the 
service, but the risks around the loss of service synergies between HIE 
services and the Comhairle‟s services has led to the conclusion that the in-
house model offers the most practical and efficient delivery model in the 
context of the Outer Hebrides. 
 
Other sources of advice and support 

 
7. What are the alternative sources of advice, funding and support 

available to Scotland’s businesses at a local level? 
 

 Highlands & Islands Enterprise: - Support primarily targeted towards 
transformational projects and HIE‟s portfolio of account-managed 
businesses. Priorities include accelerating business growth, strengthening 
communities in fragile areas and developing growth sectors; 

 Skills Development Scotland: - Work with employers and support them to 
recognise and articulate current and future skills needs; 

 Western Isles Fishermen‟s Association: - Advice, Training Courses and 
Business Plans for local practitioners in the fishing industry; 

 Visit Scotland/ Outer Hebrides Tourism (OHT): - Tourism-related advice. 
 
 

8. Where are there gaps in business support at a local level? What could 
be done to fill any gaps?  
 

 Grant funding for start-ups once the current partnership-funded „Outer 
Hebrides Young Entrepreneurship Scheme‟ (OHYES) programme ends in 
December 2018; 

 Grant funding for business growth once OHBG „Grants for Growth‟ EU 
(ERDF) part-funded programme ends in March 2019. There is currently no 
funding to replace these schemes, which will have an impact on the 
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number of business start-ups and businesses with ambition to grow being 
supported in the foreseeable future; 

 In addition, with Brexit, the EU LEADER Programme - which has been 
highly successful in supporting business development in the current 
Programme - is nearing its end. This will leave very little opportunity for 
business development grant support; 

 Training (financial) Support for employers and employees to access; and 

 Employee subsides – i.e. financial support for employers to take on staff. 
 

9. What other business support services (beyond the Business Gateway) 
are provided by local authorities and how important are they to local 
businesses? 
 
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar provides additional services to the local business 
community, including: 
 

a) Loans up to £100,000 
Comhairle nan Eilean is a lender of last resort which means that businesses 
must investigate other commercial lending options. Our support is therefore 
vital in enabling businesses to start-up and grow.  
 
The Comhairle has provided a range of services to the Outer Hebrides small 
business sector over many years.  Between 1998 and 2015, this support was 
bolstered through a series of European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 
Programmes. A Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) was established within the 
Economic Development service using loan repayments generated from funds 
granted through these EU Programmes. The Comhairle‟s Revolving Loan 
Fund (RLF) currently totals £1.3m and is administered by the Comhairle‟s 
Business Gateway team. 

 
In September 2012, the Comhairle approved the Outer Hebrides Fisheries 
Investment Scheme (OHFIS) which now draws on the existing RLF to support 
the local fishing industry.  Maximum assistance through the RLF for fisheries 
(OHFIS) investments is now £100k from a maximum of £50k for all other 
cases. 
 

b) Grants up to £20,000 
Because of the fragile economy and the disadvantages that our businesses 
operate, grant support is key in helping them to develop and enter new 
markets. Providing a start-up grant can also help give the business 
confidence and initial support to help push it forward. 
 
Grants for Growth was launched in 2017 to provide support to businesses 
operating in key sectors with plans to grow turnover by at least £50k within 
three years. Approximately 50% of the budget has been committed  

 
To date, 13 applications have been approved in a range of sectors, including 
food and drink, creative, tourism, manufacturing and textiles. The total project 
cost of these investments was almost £300k of which the Comhairle‟s Grants 
For Growth scheme has invested almost £110k (38%). The total annual 
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turnover of these businesses is expected to be around £2.5m. In total, 29 jobs 
are expected to be created (23 FT, 6 PT) and 4 FT jobs safeguarded. 
 

c) Supporting Young People into Business 
The Comhairle currently supports young people into business via its Business 
Gateway service which administers The Prince‟s Trust and the Outer 
Hebrides Youth Entrepreneurship Scheme.  
 
The Prince‟s Trust 
The Comhairle has been delivering the Prince‟s Trust (PTYBS / PSYBT) for 
well over 20 years – providing young entrepreneurs with support and funding 
to start their own businesses and each year supports an average of 12 to 15 
young people to start up in business. many of these people have since gone 
on to run very successful companies that employ people. 
 
Outer Hebrides Youth Entrepreneurship Scheme (OHYES) 
In late 2016 the Comhairle submitted a successful application to the „Scape 
Reinvest Communities Fund‟ for a new two-year grant scheme aimed at 
young entrepreneurs aged 18 to 40, providing market test grants to £500 and 
start-up grants to £3,000. This new initiative, the „Outer Hebrides Youth 
Entrepreneurship Scheme‟ (OHYES), complements existing support available 
to young people through The Prince‟s Trust. 

 
The total scheme fund is £60,000, funded by £48,000 from the „Scape 
Reinvest Communities Fund‟ and £12,000 from the Comhairle. The scheme 
started in April 2017 and to date, 27 applications have been approved in a 
range of sectors including: fisheries/marine, tourism, health and beauty, 
creative, food and drink, manufacturing and construction. The total project 
cost of these investments is estimated at £257k with almost a quarter (£60k) 
coming from the Comhairle‟s OHYES. The total annual turnover of these 
businesses is projected to be around £1.5m. In total, 34 jobs are expected to 
be created (18.5 FT, 15.5 PT).    
 
The scheme has been so successful that the Comhairle recently committed 
further funding to ensure it continues the end of 2018 - „The Year of Young 
People‟. 
 

d) Economic Development Site and Properties 
The Comhairle has a range of businesses units throughout the islands. These 
units are occupied by small businesses, considered important to the local 
economy and employ people. Without these Units, these businesses would 
not exist as the cost of building their own premises would be prohibitive in 
many instances. 

 
e) Free Online Business Directory 

A number of years ago the Comhairle developed an online business directory 
where local businesses can promote their businesses. The directory has over 
a 1,000 entries and has proved a very useful tool for the businesses and 
people looking to access local business services. 
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f) LEADER 
A European Programme mainly delivered via Local Authorities (as 
Accountable Bodies) and part of the SRDP (Scottish Rural Development 
Programme) allocation. It is a bottom-up Community-led Local Development 
(CLLD) method of delivering support for rural development - and is primarily 
aimed at developing and establishing small-scale, community-driven projects 
that are pilot and innovative in nature. With input from the OHBG team the 
LEADER Programme has been successful in supporting the development of a 
number of key businesses across the Outer Hebrides throughout the life of 
the current Programme. 
 
g) Sectoral Support 
Over the years the Comhairle has provided support to key sectors including: 
fisheries, marine, crofting, arts, creative industries, Harris Tweed, etc. Further 
information as follows on some of the sectors supported. 
 
(i) Outer Hebrides Fisheries Sector (Fleet Modernisation) 
The Comhairle continues to successfully support the modernisation of the 
local fishing fleet. Over the past three years (April 2015-March 2018) almost 
£0.5m of Fisheries Investment loans (FIS) has been lent towards the 
purchase of fishing vessels – as follows: 

 

Island Number of 
Applications 

Percentage 
of 

Applications 

Loan 
Award 

Percentage 
of Award 

Lewis 2 15.5% £120,000 24% 

Harris 1 7.5% £12,500 3% 

North Uist 1 7.5% £73,000 15% 

Benbecula 0 0% £0 0% 

South Uist 1 7.5% £10,000 2% 

Barra 8 62% £277,000 56% 

 13 100% £492,500 100% 

 
The combined annual turnover of these fishing vessels is well in excess of 
£2m. Total economic benefit to the local economy is considered significant in 
terms of direct and indirect jobs, with 28 direct jobs being created or 
safeguarded. In total, 11 applicants were under-40, whilst three were over-40, 
providing young people an opportunity to stay or return and become first-time 
skipper owners. Total investment in the fleet was almost £2m, with 
approximately 25% provided through the Comhairle‟s FIS. 

 
FIS investment in the Uist and Barra fishing fleet over the past three years 
has been highly significant - £360,000 (73%). The Isle of Barra in particular 
accounted for 56% - as a result, has a large, modern and more sustainable 
fishing fleet.   In addition, a very healthy „pipeline‟ of potential FIS cases is 
currently being progressed: 
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Island Number 
of 

Pipeline 
Projects 

Percentage 
of Pipeline 

projects 

Loan 
Requested 

Percentage 
of Loan 

Requests 

Lewis 5 29% £169,000 26% 

Harris 1 6% £100,000 16% 

North Uist 5 29% £167,500 26% 

Benbecula 1 6% £45,000 7% 

South Uist 2 12% £70,000 11% 

Barra 3 18% £92,000 14% 

 17 100% £643,500 100% 

 
The combined annual turnover of these proposed fishing vessels is over £4m. 
Total potential economic benefit to the local economy is considered highly 
significant in terms of direct and indirect jobs. It is expected 37 direct jobs 
could be created/ safeguarded (not including indirect job-creation in the 
onshore processing sector). Should all these cases proceed, the total 
investment in the fleet would be almost £4m, with approximately 16% of that 
investment coming from the Comhairle‟s FIS. 

 
The age profile also demonstrates there is a demand from young fishermen, 
keen to either undertake a first step in vessel ownership or upgrade their 
current vessel. Ten of these enquirers are aged under-40, whilst eight are 
over-40. The FIS has enabled the modernisation and expansion of the Uist 
and Barra fleet in particular - reflecting opportunities created with higher 
shellfish prices, increased global demand and diversification for vessels to 
target wrasse, which is in high demand during the summer months. 
  
The recent investment in the fleet has seen six live-shellfish buyers coming to 
Barra on a weekly basis indicating an increased demand from EU and Far 
East markets for the premium quality shellfish that is available in Barra. The 
inshore static gear fleet target brown and velvet crab, crawfish, lobster, live 
prawn and wrasse. The wrasse is being sold locally to Marine Harvest for 
servicing salmon sites in the Sound of Barra. 

 
The Barra trawl fleet continues to modernise with the fleet now consisting of 
eight trawlers and a dredger, guaranteeing continued supplies of prawn, 
scallops and white fish to Barratlantic where up to 40 are employed all year 
round. The biggest challenge facing the local fleet is sourcing skilled 
deckhands to crew the boats - reducing numbers of school leavers means 
there are insufficient numbers available locally to crew the local fleet.  
 
Without Comhairle investment in the fishing industry, these projects would not 
proceed, jobs would be lost, exports would be down, young fishers would not 
be supported, fragile communities would be severely impacted and the 
economy and sector would suffer. 
 
(ii) Arts & Creative Industries Sector 
The Comhairle currently supports 5 key Arts organisations via Annual 
Funding Agreements, including: An Lanntair, Taigh Chearsabhagh Museum 
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and Arts Centre, Hebridean Celtic festival, Ceolas Uibhist and Feisean nan 
Gaidheal. 
 
The Comhairle works in partnership with Creative Scotland to deliver a 
programme of small grant schemes to support visual artists and craft makers 
in their creative and professional development. 
 
The Comhairle has also developed a free cultural guide – made in the Outer 
Hebrides. The Guide documents a trail of public art works and landmarks 
found throughout the islands, and the network of historical societies, festivals, 
museums, galleries, shops and websites where island culture can be 
explored, and art and craft made locally, can be viewed, enjoyed and 
purchased. 
 
(iii) Textiles and Harris Tweed Sector 
A number of years ago the „Harris Tweed Investment Scheme‟ was 
developed to support the industry during a time when production was reduced 
and weavers were facing financial hardship. This scheme is no longer 
operational as the industry is more buoyant currently. The Comhairle 
continues to support the Harris Tweed industry and will continue to do so, as 
required. 
 
h) Previous sources of CnES support (demonstrates a track-record of 

achievement) 
 
The Comhairle‟s previous EU part-funded programmes included „Outer 
Hebrides Small Business Assistance Scheme (OHSBAS)‟ and „Business 
Gateway Plus (BG+)‟.  
 
Outer Hebrides Small Business Assistance Scheme (OHSBAS) 
OHSBAS was a five-year part-EU-funded business support programme which 
ended in June 2015. The project initially provided grant and loan to support 
business start-up and growth. During its operational period, 29 loans 
(£450,848) and 90 grants (£466,535) were provided resulting in the creation 
of 115 full-time and 67 part-time jobs, including the safeguarding of 53 full-
time and 22 part-time jobs. The projected turnover in year one of those 
businesses assisted was expected to be £10m – with this figure anticipated to 
increase to £15.5m by year three.  Business feedback received was very 
positive; with 92% rating the service received from Business Gateway as 
„Good / Excellent‟ and 89% of respondents stating the support received had 
clear, positive benefits to their business. OHSBAS was considered very 
successful, resulting in positive benefits to businesses supported and to the 
local economy overall.   
  
Business Gateway Plus (BG+) 
This project involved acquiring two additional business growth advisory posts 
for a 12-month period. The purpose of these posts was to facilitate, stimulate 
and accelerate SME development locally. This involved providing intensive 
one-to-one support to local businesses demonstrating growth potential. Over 
60 enterprises received advice and consultancy through the BG+ project. 
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Overall increase in turnover was anticipated to be over £4.5m. 19 new 
products and services were developed as a result of the support provided and 
56 new FTE jobs were anticipated. Feedback was also very positive, with 
90% of respondents rating the service received from the Growth Advisor as 
„Excellent / Good‟. All targets set for the project in advance were exceeded - 
with the project achieving what it set out to do. From the outcomes achieved, 
it is concluded that the project was a success in local economic terms. This 
was principally due to employing pro-active advisers to engage with 
businesses which may not have been supported otherwise due to a lack of 
BG resources. These advisers were able to immerse themselves in the 
business community and actively „prospect‟ for potential growth businesses 
for the first time. 
 
Both schemes were independently evaluated and found to have been 
excellent. 

APPENDIX 1 
QUESTION 5 (Above) 
 
BUSINESSES SUPPORTED BY OUTER HEBRIDES BUSINESS 
GATEWAY - CASE STUDIES 
 
 

A. ‘SALAR SMOKEHOUSE IS FIRED UP FOR FUTURE GROWTH’ 
 
With plans to expand his range of internationally acclaimed smoked produce 
and increase staff numbers over the coming months, there is no doubt local 
businessman, Iain MacRury, is determined to build on Salar Smokehouse‟s 
market leading position.   
 
With support from Business Gateway, Iain took over the Loch Carnan 
business (www.salarsmokehouse.co.uk) in July this year, with an eye on 
relaunching Salar‟s award winning brand of flaky smoked salmon to the local 
community, online consumers and professional chefs across the globe.   
 
“It was a fantastic feeling firing up the original – and one of a kind - smoking 
kilns again,” said Iain.  “My focus will be on implementing a back to basics 
approach to the business where heritage, tradition and quality are key.  We 
have already extended the retail facilities and look forward to working with 
local producers to showcase the fantastic produce available in the Hebrides.    
 
“There was a huge amount to think about when I started and I definitely 
wouldn’t be in the position I am without Business Gateway.  My advisers, 
Alastair Macleod and Iain MacDonald, worked closely with me to produce my 
business plan and identify sources of funding, which has been invaluable. 
 
“Now that we are up and running I will be looking again to Business Gateway 
and Highlands and Islands Enterprise to help me with my plans to grow the 
business and increase our six strong team in the months ahead.” 
 

http://www.salarsmokehouse.co.uk/
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Iain MacRury, Salar Smokehouse 
 
 

B. ‘ISLE OF HARRIS COMPANY LIGHTS UP MAINLAND WITH FIRST 
INVERNESS STORE’ 
 
An Isle of Harris candle maker has complemented its Tarbert shop with the 
opening of its first mainland outlet in Inverness Airport, creating four new jobs. 
 
Tarbert-based Buth Bheag Candle Co opened its store in the departure 
lounge in August after totally refitting the unit, and will shortly be looking to 
invest in new machinery to meet growing demand for its products. 
 
The candle company, which was set up by James McGowan and Christine 
Macleod last May after gaining advice from Business Gateway Outer 
Hebrides, has also just added Crieff Hydro Hotels to its growing list of 
stockists.  
 
Now, the couple has set themselves a goal of opening a further three airport 
shops within the next three years and hope to host pop-up shops in leading 
department stores throughout the UK to further promote their brand and the 
Hebridean Islands.  
 
James said: “We’re very passionate about our products and very proud of the 
island where we live. We also believe the provenance of our candles helped 
us secure both the Inverness Airport tender and the order from Crieff Hydro 
Hotels. When we first decided to make our own candles we approached 
Business Gateway to see what help might be available to us. Our start-up 
adviser helped us secure funding to buy our first machine and gave us a lot of 
good advice; guiding us in the right direction. Because demand for our 
candles is high, we’re now working with a growth adviser whose input has 
been invaluable to us, most recently putting us in touch with Highlands & 
Islands Enterprise, with whom we are now discussing our growth plans.”  
 
Richard Tarves, Business Gateway, said: “James and Christine initially turned 
to us with an idea that has grown into a flourishing business. In just over a 
year they’ve secured significant orders and continue to add leading names, 
such as Calmac Ferries and the Aros Centre on the Isle of Skye, to their 
growing list of stockists. We have been with them every step of the way, 
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initially providing general business advice and specialist support regarding 
intellectual property as well as guidance with funding. All of which has helped 
them grow. We are now working with them to ensure production can be 
increased to meet demand, while maintaining the quality their customers have 
come to expect.” 
 
James and Christine, who run two other businesses on the Isle of Harris, 
initially rented their premises on Tarbert Main Street as an office for their car 
rental company. Quickly they realised they had space to also open a shop 
within the unit and set about sourcing high-end, locally produced products to 
sell including artwork by Seonaid Clarke and Ruth Morrison Jewellery. 
 
During their search they realised there were no manufacturers of 100% soy 
wax candles on the island so began making their own at their kitchen table, 
naming them after local beaches.  
Since May last year, the couple have added two new scents to their four-
strong range and now produce their own reed diffusers, wax melts, and room 
sprays.  
 
Christine said: “We started off making about a dozen candles a week; now we 
make around 800. We’ve also started to make test batches of our own lip 
balm, soap, and hand lotion. There is a growing demand for Hebridean 
products and we not only want to meet that demand, we want to give back to 
the local community who have supported us by creating jobs and by 
supporting local causes such as Isle of Lewis Cancer Research. For every 
candle bought from our Niseabost range we donate 50p to the charity, and will 
present a cheque to them at the end of the year.”  
 
For more information on Buth Bheag Candle Co visit 
https://buthbheagcandleco.uk/.   
 

 
James McGowan & Christine Macleod, Buth Bheag Candle Co 
 
 

https://buthbheagcandleco.uk/
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C. STORNOWAY BUSINESS ENGINEERS GROWTH STRATEGY 

 

With a growing client list and plans to expand over the coming year, there is 
no doubt fabrication and marine engineering business, Macmillan Engineering 
Ltd, is now firmly established as a mainstay of the Stornoway business 
community. 
 
Launched in 2001, and helped to grow by Business Gateway, Macmillan 
Engineering (www.macmillanengineering.co.uk) is involved in a variety of 
engineering projects, with a focus on the refurbishment of fishing and other 
vessels.   
 
“The business has been doing well although we knew that we would need to 
adapt to ensure we could push forward with our expansion plans,” said 
Macmillan Engineering Director, Gordon Mackenzie.   
 
“Our Business Gateway adviser, Richard Tarves, helped us with our business 
plan and identified some funding to purchase a new steel folding press – the 
only facility of its kind in the Western Isles.   The new machinery has proved 
invaluable and essentially replaces the need for welding in certain projects.  
This enabled the business to expand its range of services particularly in the 
construction and refurbishment of workboats.” 
 
With the new steel press up and running, Gordon and fellow director Colin 
Macmillan, along with the 20 strong Macmillan Engineering team, are now 
looking to the future, which it is hoped may include an increase in the 
workforce and a potential expansion to their premises over the coming year. 
 
“We have a lot of plans for the business and we will certainly be looking to 
Business Gateway again for additional support as we look to grow.” 
 

 
Colin Macmillan and Gordon Mackenzie, Macmillan Engineering 
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D. GRANDMOTHER WEAVES NEW BUSINESS WITH GLOBAL REACH 
 
A chance call from her cousin looking to rehouse an old Hattersley single-
width loom inspired Annie Mackay to set up her own business weaving Harris 
Tweed from home.  
 
Having first weaved at home for a local mill so she could spend more time 
with her four children, the experienced weaver retrained to gain new skills 
when the industry took a downturn in the 90s, working in finance and then for 
the homeless service. 
 
Fifteen years on, and with the birth of her third grandchild on the horizon, 
Annie decided last year to leave her position and look for work that would let 
her spend more time with the next generation. 
 
When the phone call came from her cousin, it planted a seed that grew into 
her business, Crotal Harris Tweed, which celebrated its first year in business 
in October.  
 
Combining her weaving and business management skills, Crotal Harris 
Tweed has quickly grown, producing Harris Tweed for customers in France, 
Portugal, Germany, and America - with one Californian customer even flying 
to the Isle of Lewis to pick up his material by hand!  
 
Now, with the help of Business Gateway Outer Hebrides, Annie is looking to 
attract larger and more frequent orders from overseas.  
 
She said: “When I decided I needed a job that would give me time with my 
grandchildren I hadn’t actually thought about weaving again until I got that 
phone call; it then took about a week to get the loom up and running. My son 
built me a website, one daughter set up my Instagram and the other daughter 
my Facebook page, all of which has helped generate a lot of orders. I now 
wonder how anyone ever sold anything before the Internet!  
 
“I decided to go to Business Gateway once I’d seen how things were going. 
The advisers have made me think about so many different things and 
highlighted lots of things I could be doing, especially on social media, to gain 
more custom. They’ve also given me advice regarding funding and put me in 
touch with a range of different specialists and that alone has been invaluable. 
Their knowledge, connections and quick response to queries has given me 
greater confidence that my business has the potential to grow the way I want 
it to.” 
 
Donna MacLeod, Adviser, Business Gateway said: “Annie has a wealth of 
experience in the industry but came to us this year looking for marketing 
support, attending both 1:1 sessions and our workshop programme. We also 
signposted her to Highlands and Islands Enterprise for specialist exporting 
advice and she attended one of its innovation workshops which she found 
useful. The next step is for Annie to consider funding options that will help her 
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purchase new equipment so she can become more efficient and produce 
greater amounts of cloth in a shorter period of time.”  
 
Having already experienced the peaks and troughs of the Harris Tweed trade, 
Annie admires how the industry has revolutionised its processes since she 
first left weaving. Now, instead of rough and often itchy material, she is able to 
weave a vast array of colourful yarn into material that can be used to make 
everything from traditional jackets to baby blankets.  
 
She said: “In the past, you’d buy a Harris Tweed jacket and that would do you 
for life. The material was a heavier fabric which limited its uses for things such 
as women’s and children’s wear. But thanks to the mills constantly upgrading 
their processes, the material is now lighter and much softer and available in a 
wide range of colours, which can then be used in so many different garments. 
Now, when I visit the mill for my yarn I always come home with more colours 
than I initially went for!” 
 
For more information on Crotal Harris Tweed, visit 
www.crotalharristweed.co.uk. 
 

 
Annie Mackay, Crotal Harris Tweed 
 
 
  

http://www.crotalharristweed.co.uk/
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E. SEAWEED PROVIDES THE PERFECT TONIC FOR BARRA’S FIRST GIN 
COMPANY 
 
A carrageen seaweed pudding made by his mother led Michael Morrison to 
produce a gin that uses algae grown on the Isle of Barra‟s wild shores as one 
of its 17 botanicals. 
 
Now, just six months after launching Barra Atlantic Gin, the 26-year-old, from 
Eoligarry, has secured over 150 stockists throughout the UK, including 21 
hotels, restaurants, and bars since January.  
 
Stockists include The Kitchin, Michelin starred restaurant in Edinburgh, the 
iconic Atlas Bar in Manchester, and the luxury cruise ship, The Hebridean 
Princess. 
 
Having already opened a retail outlet in the island‟s main village last 
December and created three full-time jobs, Michael is on target to begin 
exporting his unique gin, which has featured in both British Vogue and GQ 
magazines, before the summer.  
 
The furniture maker to trade, whose first business created bespoke wooden 
boxes for high-end whisky bottles, is now using advice from Business 
Gateway Outer Hebrides to identify potential funding that would allow him to 
open Barra‟s first distillery.  
 
He said: “When I launched Isle of Barra Distillers last year, I knew I wanted to 
bring production of our gin to the island as quickly as possible, as currently we 
ship our botanicals to London where the gin is distilled for us. But establishing 
production on the island takes a lot of investment. By taking the gin to market 
first, it not only allows us to build credibility and demand, it helps generate an 
income that can be re-invested into establishing a distillery where the product 
will be made from scratch.  
 
“Because I’ve been in contact with Business Gateway for a number of years, 
initially when I was looking to potentially relocate my first business from 
Glasgow back home to Barra, I knew they would be able give me advice as I 
looked to establish my brand. I’ve not only benefitted from 1:1 support and 
attended a range of free start-up courses; my staff have also learnt a lot from 
the seminars especially those on digital marketing. Now, my adviser’s 
connections and knowledge will help me identify funding that will allow me to 
create a distillery and further jobs and ultimately inject money back into the 
local economy.”   
 
Growing up on Barra, Michael wanted to create a gin that would highlight the 
island‟s connection to the sea. His mother‟s homemade seaweed pudding 
gave him the idea to add carrageen which gives his gin a salty top note.  
 
The label and packaging for the bottle, designed by Devon artist, Jemma 
Lewis, has also been made using the algae, which was added to a container 
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of water, oils and paint. The seaweed caused different oils in the paint to rise, 
creating the unique marble pattern on paper pulled through the liquid. 
 
The reason for adding nearly double the average number of botanicals to the 
gin, including local heather, juniper berries, peppermint and almond powder? 
Seventeen is Michael‟s lucky number! 
 
He said: “It all stems back to a very lucky night in a Glasgow casino. My wife 
choose 17 at the roulette table and it scooped us the prize money. I just 
wanted to bring the luck that number gave us on that night into the production 
of my gin which was also launched in 2017.” 
 
Lynne MacMillan, Business Gateway, said: “Barra Atlantic Gin’s unique 
combination of botanicals and outstanding packaging has really caught the 
attention – and taste buds - of bartenders in some of the UK’s most famous 
bars and restaurants. Michael’s journey to launch the gin stemmed from a 
desire to return home to his roots and our advice has armed him and his team 
with new ways of thinking. We are now working with him to ensure his dream 
of opening a distillery comes to fruition as quickly as possible.” 
 

    
Michael Morrison, Isle of Barra Distillers 
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F. FUNDING SCHEME HELPS LOCAL SKIPPERS LAND FISHING VESSELS 
 
Two Barra fishing fleet skippers have secured funding to develop their 
businesses through the Fisheries Investment Scheme (FIS) operated by 
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar. 
 
Launched six years ago, the scheme, which is managed and delivered by 
Business Gateway Outer Hebrides, offers loans of up to £100k to help 
applicants purchase second hand fishing vessels.  
 
In the past three years, 73% of FIS lending has been invested in the Uist and 
Barra fishing fleet helping it become better equipped, with almost 80% of 
applicants under 40-years-of age.  
 
Norman MacLean, Business Gateway Outer Hebrides, said: “Since 2012, FIS 
has loaned almost £500k to help people buy vessels they otherwise would not 
have been able to afford. The scheme continues to be attractive to the local 
fishing industry and has encouraged a great number of younger people to 
invest in the sector, which can only have a positive impact on the aging local 
fleet, helping to make a vital sector of the local economy healthier and more 
sustainable.” 
 
Catherine Cobb is the first female FIS applicant from Barra to be assisted 
through the scheme, securing an £8.5k loan and a £1.5k grant to help her 
purchase a second-hand vessel to fish for wrasse.    
 
The 32-year-old also received assistance from the Royal Bank of Scotland 
and the Outer Hebrides Youth Entrepreneurship Scheme, a joint-initiative 
between „Scape Reinvest Communities Fund‟ and Comhairle nan Eilean Siar. 
 
Having graduated with a degree in Geography before working in television 
production, Catherine decided to retrain and completed an HNC in 
Mechanical Engineering before working offshore in the oil industry. 
 
After working aboard a prawn trawler and static gear boats, she decided to 
launch Tom Cat Fishing, named after her grandpa Tom, and has now 
purchased her own fishing vessel that will catch wrasse in the summer 
months and velvet crab out of season.  
 
She said: “The FIS loan has helped me purchase a vessel over a period of 
months rather than years, and by applying through Business Gateway Outer 
Hebrides I also found out about grant funding which I otherwise would not 
have known about. My main aim over the next year is for the business to start 
generating a good, steady turnover. I also hope that the success of my small 
business can have a positive effect on other local businesses around it; from 
purchasing materials through to the product being supplied.” 
 
Funding from FIS has also allowed Angus MacLeod, one of only a handful of 
Outer Hebrides fishermen to possess a Class 1 Skippers‟ Ticket, which 
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enables him to skipper fishing vessels of any size in the UK, to invest in a 
modern multi-purpose white-fish vessel. 
 
The boat is capable of twin-rigging for prawns, white fish or pelagic species as 
well as additional species that may become available post-Brexit. 
 
The 49-year-old, from Barra, has been a fisherman ever since leaving school, 
spending the first 10 years in the industry trawling aboard a local mobile-gear 
vessel before a period seine-netting and 15 years pelagic fishing in EU and 
international waters. His business is called, St Barr Fishing Ltd.  
 
Angus said: “I initially went to Business Gateway 10 years ago when I 
purchased my first trawler and went back to them as I knew funding might be 
available to help me purchase a smaller and more efficient vessel. Having 
worked with my 18 year old son for nearly two years, knowing that he is keen 
to follow in my footsteps gave me the confidence to take on the loan. As he 
learns more it will provide me with an opportunity to spend less time at sea 
and more time on land growing the business.” 
 
Norman MacLean added: “The FIS has enabled the modernisation and 
expansion of the Barra fleet to reflect the opportunities created by higher 
shellfish prices, increased global demand and diversification to vessels which 
target wrasse and other species. With a further 17 applicants to the scheme 
currently in the pipeline, FIS will continue to play a vital role in creating much 
needed sustainable local employment.” 
 

 
Catherine Cobb aboard her new boat 
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G. ISLE OF HARRIS SHELLFISH BUSINESS NETS RESTAURANT DEALS 
 
A new business, dedicated to providing live shellfish to restaurants, has 
secured its first raft of customers in Inverness and the outlying area. 
 
Seas the Catch will now supply live lobster, crab, prawns, and crayfish caught 
off the coast of the Outer Hebrides, to eateries including Café One, Rocpool 
and the Kingsmills Hotel in Inverness and Chanterelle Kinkell and Table 
Manors in the outskirts. 
 
The business, set up by three cousins who grew up fishing together on their 
fathers' boats off the coast of the Isle of Harris, launched last month (June) 
after using advice and securing a Outer Hebrides Youth Entrepreneurship 
Scheme (OHYES) grant from Business Gateway Outer Hebrides. 
 
The trio – Neil MacLean and brothers, Iain and Stewart MacLean – land catch 
from five local boats and process the shellfish at Leverburgh Harbour in Harris 
before packing and shipping the live product to the mainland for consumption. 
 
With word spreading about their venture, which they invested approximately 
£25k to launch, the cousins are now undertaking a feasibility study to see if 
they could potentially supply live produce to the leading restaurants in other 
parts of the country. 
 
Neil said: “We'd come up with the idea of supplying live shellfish a few years 
ago and decided to test the water earlier this year, taking live samples to 
Inverness to gauge interest. The restaurants and chefs we spoke to were very 
enthusiastic, as it’s virtually impossible for them to get hold of live catch on a 
regular basis. Their response gave us the confidence to get started. 
 
“Because much of the shellfish landed in the Outer Hebrides is sent to Spain, 
where it is processed, frozen and sent back for consumption, there is no 
traceability. We want to change that. As we work with a select number of 
skippers that we know personally, our customers are not only assured of the 
product’s quality, they can visit our website and see exactly which boat landed 
the shellfish as well as where and when.  
 
“The aim of Seas the Catch is to promote Scottish shellfish and in turn create 
jobs in Harris as the business grows. To be successful, we knew we needed 
to have a watertight business plan so turned to Business Gateway Outer 
Hebrides for advice. Our adviser, Fiona Chisholm, has been a great support. 
Not only helping us secured a £3k OHYES grant that helped us transform a 
shipping container into a processing plant, she asked us questions we hadn't 
thought about and made us look at things from a different point of view.” 
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Fiona Chisholm, Business Gateway Outer Hebrides, said: “Neil and his 
cousins are passionate fishermen, having grown up together fishing on their 
fathers’ boats. Spotting a gap in the market to supply live shellfish, whilst also 
paying the skippers they work with better rates, has helped them establish a 
unique venture that has the potential to grow quickly. With our help they were 
able to write a robust business plan that gives them a clear path to follow. 
Assistance with a funding application then helped them buy specialist 
equipment to keep the catch in perfect condition prior to transporting to the 
mainland, while general business advice has also helped them get started.” 
 
Although Iain works full-time on the mainland as a civil engineer, both Stewart 
and Neil skipper their own boats alongside three others, including Neil's 
father's boat Harmony.  
 
Catch is landed Monday to Wednesday, with shellfish caught earlier in the 
week hung and tied off live in the water ready for packaging on Wednesday 
evening. The company then makes deliveries every Thursday, providing fresh 
lobster, crab, prawns and crayfish for people to eat during restaurant's busiest 
time of the week.  
 
Neil said: “Our shellfish will be the freshest addition to any menu, with all 
processing undertaken and delivered within 24 hours of catch being brought 
out of the water. We want to emulate the success of the likes of Loch Fyne 
Oysters and Kallin Shellfish and ultimately create full-time work for ourselves 
and others on the island. Our main aim is to have produce leaving Harris that 
the island can be proud off, and in turn provide an opportunity for others to 
experience the wonderful flavour of the freshest Hebridean Shellfish.”  
 
For more information on Seas the Catch visit www.seasthecatch.co.uk.  
 
 

 
Neil, Stewart and Iain MacLean, Seas the Catch 
 

 
 

http://www.seasthecatch.co.uk/

